
STATE OF ILLINOIS 
ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 

 
Illinois Commerce Commission   ) 
 On Its Own Motion    ) 
  -vs-     ) 
Commonwealth Edison Company   ) 
       )  13-0285 
Investigation regarding progress in  ) 
implementing the Advanced Metering  ) 
Infrastructure Deployment Plan   ) 
 
 

BRIEF ON EXCEPTIONS OF THE CITIZENS UTILITY BOARD AND 
THE ENVIRONMENTAL LAW & POLICY CENTER 

 
Now comes the Citizens Utility Board (“CUB”) and Environmental Law & Policy Center 

(“ELPC”), through their attorneys and pursuant to the Administrative Law Judge’s Order of 

April 22, 2013, to file this Brief on Exceptions to the Proposed Order of the Administrative Law 

Judge (“ALJ”) regarding the progress of Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd” or “the 

Company”) with respect to implementing its Advanced Metering Infrastructure (“AMI”) 

Deployment Plan (“AMI Plan”).  Pursuant to the Energy Infrastructure Modernization Act 

(“EIMA” or “the Act”), ComEd filed its Annual Implementation Progress Report on April 1, 

2013 (“AIPR”) with the Illinois Commerce Commission (“ICC” or “the Commission”).  The 

Proposed Order incorrectly concludes that the issues raised by CUB and ELPC are beyond the 

scope of an ICC investigation into ComEd’s progress.  Rather, these issues directly address the 

investments ComEd is making with respect to AMI implementation and how that 

implementation can benefit ComEd customers.   

Among the very characteristics of “smart grid” investment listed by the General 

Assembly are those issues raised by CUB and ELPC in their comments: 

 (1)  Increased use of digital information and controls technology to improve 
reliability, security, and efficiency of the electric grid. 
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 (3)  Deployment and integration of distributed resources and generation, 
including renewable resources. 

(4)  Development and incorporation of demand-response, demand-side 
resources, and energy efficiency resources. 

(5)  Deployment of "smart" technologies (real-time, automated, interactive 
technologies that optimize the physical operation of appliances and 
consumer devices) for metering, communications concerning grid 
operations and status, and distribution automation. 

 (8)  Provision to consumers of timely information and control options. 

 (10)  Identification and lowering of unreasonable or unnecessary barriers to 
adoption of Smart Grid technologies, practices, services, and business 
models that support energy efficiency, demand-response, and distributed 
generation. 

220 ILCS 5/16-108.6(a). 

As a result, the ICC should investigate each year ComEd’s progress in ensuring its AMI 

investments are being made with these characteristics in mind.   

Exception No. 1 - Additional Tracking Metrics and Milestones 

The Proposed Order correctly concludes that the two metrics discussed by CUB and 

ELPC - reduction in greenhouse gas emissions enabled by smart grid technology, and 

improvement in line loss reductions enabled by smart grid technology – relate to issues at the 

very heart of Energy Infrastructure Modernization Act, as they concern the improvements in 

customer service that this Act was designed to address.  PO at 10. 

However, the Proposed Order mischaracterizes CUB and ELPC’s position, as well as that 

of ComEd.  All three parties agree that these two metrics need further refinement, and anticipate 

that refinement happening over the course of 2013.  See, CUB/ELPC Ver. Init. Comments at 3; 

AIPR at 24, 29.  These important metrics should be in place by the time ComEd files its AIPR 

since the environmental benefits of AMI investment and the improvements in electricity delivery 

service are important measuring points for the success of AMI investment in Illinois.  As a result, 
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the Commission should require ComEd to include these two metrics in its 2014 AIPR whether or 

not, given the slow pace of AMI investment in 2013, there is significant progress yet to report.  

Proposed Language 

 Analysis and Conclusions 
 
ComEd includes in its AIPR approximately twenty 

additional metrics and milestones proposed by CUB, ELPC and the 
Environmental Defense Fund (“EDF”) in ICC Docket No. 12-
0298.  June 2012 Order at 19.  The metric baselines and progress 
report appear in Section V of the AIPR, and reflect discussions 
held by CUB, EDF and ComEd since June of last year to 
operationalize the ICC-approved metrics.  The Commission 
appreciates the collaborative work done by CUB, ELPC and EDF 
which has made it possible for the Commission to review these 
metrics in this first update.  The Commission understands that 
there are two metrics left to be operationalized. 

The Commission notes that the two metrics at issue, 
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions enabled by smart grid 
technology, and improvement in line loss reductions enabled by 
smart grid technology, are not insignificant metrics.  In fact, they 
are metrics that appear to affect the very heart of the Energy 
Infrastructure Modernization Act, as they concern the 
improvements in customer service that this Act was designed to 
address.   

However, in 2013, only 60,000 AMI meters are scheduled 
to be placed in operation.  See, e.g., ComEd AIPR, Ex. B.  Also, 
2013 is almost half over.  It is doubtful that much useful 
information would be gleaned from including these metrics until 
AMI deployment is further developed and there are more AMI 
meters that are deployed.  The better course of action, at this time, 
is to allow development of specific metrics in this regard, allowing 
for the stakeholder input that ComEd seeks.  Therefore, at this 
time, the Commission declines to require ComEd to include these 
two metrics in its 2014 AIPR.   
 The Commission understands that these workshops will be 
held during the summer of 2013, and that the reports of those 
workshops – along with the final metric baselines – will be shared 
with ICC in the April, 2014 AIPR.   ComEd should include in its 
2014 AIPR these final two metrics, along with a report on those 
metrics included in its 2013 AIPR filed in the instant proceeding. 
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Exception No. 2 – Time of Use Rates 

The Proposed Order agrees with ComEd that issues related to a Time of Use (“TOU”) 

rate are beyond the scope of this proceeding.  PO at 14.  CUB and ELPC believe that in fact this 

issue touches directly on the consumer benefits that AMI is believed to deliver.  While it is true 

that workshops are ongoing on how best to foster the development of a TOU rate within the 

competitive marketplace, PO at 14, it is also true that the Commission should consider in the 

annual AMI update proceedings the best means by which the development of products such as a 

TOU can be reviewed.  The Smart Grid Advisory Council (“SGAC”) “Guidance Regarding 

Implementation of Time of Use Rates” concluded that ARES should have the opportunity to 

offer TOU or other dynamic pricing options and the issue of a utility offering an optional TOU 

or other time variant or dynamic price offering should be revisited if, at some defined point in 

time after the competitive market is enabled to offer such products, ARES dynamic pricing 

offerings do not develop in the competitive market.  CUB/ELPC Ver. Init. Comments at 9.  

While ComEd has concluded that a utility-offered TOU rate would be a potential disruption to 

the competitive market as it continues to evolve, the Company has committed to working with 

CUB, ELPC, ARES and other stakeholders to discuss the appropriate mechanisms that can 

further the development of ARES offerings for dynamic pricing products like TOU and other 

products.  Id.   

The Commission should evaluate the need for a utility-TOU rate option once AMI 

deployment has been made to those municipal areas with relatively high levels of Real Time 

Pricing (“RTP”) or Peak Time Rebate (“PTR”) adoption, deployment to areas with municipal 

aggregation contracts focused on renewable or clean energy investment, or overall deployment to 

20% of customers within a utility service territory.   
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Proposed Language 

Analysis and Conclusions 
 
 ComEd correctly points out that the current proceeding is 
not the legal forum in which this issue may be raised.  
Additionally, ComEd is currently participating in workshops to 
discuss enabling the competitive market for electricity in relation 
to Time of Use rates. The wiser course of action would be to allow 
those workshops to continue so that a methodology can develop 
that does not disrupt the competitive market.  That methodology 
cannot evolve through a Commission Order.  The Commission 
therefore declines to require ComEd to offer the Time of Use rates 
that CUB/ELPC describe.  

The Commission appreciates the work done by ComEd, 
ICC Staff and other stakeholders.  The development of products 
like a TOU rate is central to the delivery of AMI benefits to 
ComEd customers, and the Commission will carefully monitor the 
competitive marketplace to ensure that these products are being 
developed.  The guidance of the Smart Grid Advisory Council is 
important in this respect, as a result, the Commission adopts the 
SGAC guidance and will evaluate whether or not a utility TOU is 
necessary in accordance with that guidance.   

 
Exception No. 3 – Personal Energy Information/Implementation of Green Button 
Programs 
 
The Proposed Order incorrectly assumes that customer access to real-time interval usage 

data is beyond the scope of this AMI update proceeding.  PO at 16.  Such a conclusion is 

contrary to the evidence in the record on the importance of this data access to the delivery of 

AMI benefits to ComEd customers.  CUB and ELPC note in their Verified Initial Comments that 

many of the most innovative products which will deliver value to customers, such as a TOU, will 

be delivered by third-parties which the customer has authorized to access that customer’s usage 

data.  CUB/ELPC Ver. Init. Comments at 12.  The SGAC guidance also discussed the need for 

utilities, including ComEd, to work with the ARES community to design and implement the 

billing, electronic data exchange and other necessary utility infrastructure to support TOU rate 

offerings by the time meter deployment takes place.  Id.  ComEd intends to permit consumers to 
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consent to the disclosure of personal energy information to third parties through electronic, web-

based, and other means in accordance with state and federal law and regulations regarding 

consumer privacy and protection of consumer data, including through the “Green Button” web 

initiative, which require direct consent from the customer before any data is transmitted by 

ComEd to the third party.  AMI Plan at 71-72.   

However, ComEd has not yet specified that it will allow customers to access their 

electricity consumption data through third parties in real-time.  While ComEd remains 

committed to the “Green Button” smart grid data initiative (AMI Plan at 76), it has not specified 

whether it will support the Green Button: Connect My Data standard, or simply the far less 

useful Green Button: Download My Data standard it has enabled on its Web Portal.  The vast 

majority of customers who seek immediate access to interval data will be adopting the low- to 

no-cost software solutions on their phone, tablet, or computer, rather than installing more 

expensive smart home solutions such as a home energy display or smart appliances.  Id.  CUB 

and ELPC also note that the system used must also be able to collect data within a timeframe that 

allows customers to respond to dynamic prices and consumption patterns.  Id.  The AMI Plan 

states that the earliest a customer will be able to access their consumption data through the Web 

(and effectively through the Green Button data exchange) is 24 hours later: “The meters, 

however, will send data back to ComEd through the SSN wireless mesh network every four 

hours.”  AMI Plan at 52.  “Hourly data helps customers know how much energy they were 

consuming during a specific time period, and having this data presented within a day of the 

actual usage helps customers remember what they were doing during a specific interval that led 

to changes in their energy consumption.”  AMI Plan at 53.   
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Access by customers and authorized third parties to real-time, interval customer usage 

data is a key component of the development of products, including dynamic pricing rates offered 

by alternative retail energy suppliers (“ARES”), which will directly benefit customers.  The 

types of investment ComEd is making now in its AMI systems will affect that data access.  As a 

result, such issues are central to the Commission’s investigation of ComEd’s progress in 

implementing AMI each year.  Unless the Commission investigates as ComEd invests, the 

Commission and ComEd customers cannot be assured that investment is being made to support 

the products customers and policy makers expect from AMI investment. 

Proposed Language 

 The Commission declines to order ComEd to use a certain 
type of software.  As is the case with the other CUB/ELPC 
arguments, this matter is beyond the statutorily-defined scope for 
this proceeding.  Additionally, ComEd states that it is monitoring 
the software that CUB/ELPC mention, and it will develop 
standards and processes regarding that software.    

The Commission notes that this data access is one of the 
primary objectives of the EIMA, which requires utilities investing 
in AMI pursuant to the Act to “allow[] consumers to consent to the 
disclosure of personal energy information to third parties through 
electronic, web-based, and other means” in accordance with state 
and federal law and regulations.1  AMI Plan at 6.  The Commission 
believes that in order for the benefits of AMI to be fully realized, 
ComEd must design and implement its electronic data interface so 
that third parties can easily receive authorized customer usage data.   

ComEd has committed to implementing the Green Button: 
Download My Data protocol, which was the initial standard 
developed for the Green Button initiative.  This allows customers 
to download their interval consumption data in a standardized 
XML format that can be imported into third-party software.  
However, this information will be static, and, as CUB/ELPC note, 
the vast majority of customers who seek immediate access to 
interval data will be adopting the low- to no-cost software 
solutions on their phone, tablet, or computer, rather than installing 
more expensive smart home solutions such as a home energy 
display or smart appliances.  “Hourly data helps customers know 

                                                 
1 CUB notes that under Illinois law, access to individual customer usage data is restricted to that customer or a third-
party that customer authorizes. 
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how much energy they were consuming during a specific time 
period, and having this data presented within a day of the actual 
usage helps customers remember what they were doing during a 
specific interval that led to changes in their energy consumption.”  
AMI Plan at 53.   

ComEd’s AMI Plan states that the earliest a customer will 
be able to access their consumption data through the Web (and 
effectively through the Green Button data exchange) is 24 hours 
later.  AMI Plan at 52.  The Commission agrees with CUB and 
ELPC that ComEd should take steps to implement the newer 
Green Button: Connect My Data standard in order to achieve the 
cost-beneficial deployment of AMI.  The Green Button: Connect 
My Data allows for the real-time exchange of consumption data to 
customers through third parties, and since data can be provided in a 
standardized format which can be used by third-party software 
developers to provide consumption information to customers 
through mobile applications, desktop software applications, web 
applications, and social media.  For that reason, the Commission 
directs ComEd to incorporate the Green Button: Connect My Data 
standard in order to facilitate the development and implementation 
of new pricing programs and products that can benefit customers 
by helping them manage their energy usage.   
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